
Challenge #1 

Football Frenzy 

Fred has been invited to a Football Party (American Football that is), but is afraid 

because he doesn’t know very much about the sport. After a quick internet search, he 

felt a little more comfortable, and was somewhat intrigued by the various ways to score 

points. He hopes to impress the other partygoers by telling them how many different 

ways a team can get a certain score. He doesn’t care about the order the points are 

received. As far as he is concerned, a touchdown followed by a field goal is the same as 

a field goal followed by a touchdown. Thus, for instance, there is only one way to get a 

score of 3 (a field goal), but two ways to get 7 (a field goal and two safeties, or a 

touchdown and an extra point).  To help him avoid making a fool of himself at the party 

by miscalculating, you agree to write a program that determines the number of ways to 

attain a given total score. His research has uncovered the following information on ways 

to score points in a football game:  

 Field goal: 3 points  Safety: 2 points  

Touchdown: 6 points -- but, with each touchdown, there can be a kick for an extra point, 

a 2-point conversion, or neither – adding 1, 2, or 0 additional points respectively. 

A team can score any number of field goals, safeties, and touchdowns. However, extra 

points and 2-point conversions can only occur following a touchdown, and only one of 

them can be attempted after each touchdown.  

There will be 5 lines of data.  Each of the 5 lines will contain an integer k (0 < k < 100), a 

football team score.  The file’s name will be ch1.txt. 

Sample Input:    Sample Output: 

6      Case 1: 3 

2      Case 2: 1 

1      Case 3: 0  



Challenge #2 

Time Cards 

Jenny just started work as a programmer for Justine's Java Workshop. She is paid $10 

an hour, with a few exceptions. She earns an extra $1.50 an hour for any part of a day 

where she works more than 8 hours, and an extra $2.50 an hour for hours beyond 40 in 

any one week. Also, she earns a 125% bonus for working on Saturday, and a 50% 

bonus for working on Sunday. The bonuses for Saturday and Sunday are computed 

based on the hours worked those days; they are not used to calculate any bonus for 

working more than 40 hours in a week. 

You'll be given the number of hours Jenny worked each day in a week (Sunday, 

Monday, … , Saturday), and you need to compute her salary for the week. The input will 

be positive integers, less than or equal to 24. The output must be formatted with a dollar 

sign and rounded up to the nearest penny. For example, \$2" and \$2.136666" are 

wrong answers; the correct versions are \$2.00" and \$2.14", respectively. There may 

not be any embedded spaces in your answers. 

There will be 5 lines of data.  The file’s name will be ch2.txt. 

Sample Input:    Sample Output: 

0 8 8 8 10 6 0    $403.00 
4 0 0 0 0 6 0     $120.00 

  



Challenge #3 

Let’s Play Tag 

Kids at a birthday party want to play a favorite game modeled after the game of tag. 

Unfortunately it is raining so they can’t go outside. They can’t run in the house so you 

decide to write a computer application to simulate the game. In the game the children sit 

in a circle and one person outside the ring (the leader) sings a song with a fixed number 

of words. While moving clockwise around the circle, the leader points to a new child in 

the ring for each word in the song. The child being pointed to on the last word of the 

song is out and must leave the circle. The leader then repeats the process with the 

smaller circle. The game continues until the last child is eliminated. This child is then the 

leader to start the next game. 

Requirements 

1. Read an integer value representing the number of kids who will be playing the 

game. The number will be greater than one and less than 1001. 

2. Read an integer value representing the number of words in the song. The 

number will be greater than one and less than the maximum size an integer can 

store. 

3. Display the list, in order, of the players eliminated. 

There will be 5 lines of data.  The file’s name will be ch3.txt. 

Sample Input:    Sample Output: 

5 2      2 4 1 5 3 
7 3      3 6 2 7 5 1 4 

  



Challenge #4 

Tax 

Just like American citizens, the businesses and the corporations of America have 
to pay annual income taxes. For this problem, assume that the amount of the tax 
liability depends solely on the income level of a business. Thus, if a business sells 
$100,000 worth of products and the income tax rate is 15%, the tax liability for this 
particular business will be $15,000. 
 
You are to write a program that calculates the annual income taxes of some 
businesses.  There will be 5 sets of data.  The file’s name will be ch4.txt.  The first line 
of each data set contains three values: a single word, name, that identifies the particular 
business or firm, the tax percent rate, r, and the number of different products, p, that the 
business produced in the past year. These last two values are positive integers. Each of 
the next p lines will contain a string representing the name of a product and an integer 
stating the revenue earned from selling that product. You are to calculate the tax 
liability, l, of the business and report the result in the following format: 
 
name income tax liability is $l 
 
The tax liability should be truncated to two decimal places. 
 
Sample Input:    Sample Output: 

John 15 3     John income tax liability is $7523.25 
Bolts 23500     L.P.T. income tax liability is $23282.04 
Nuts 18765 
Hammers 7890 
L.P.T. 12 4 
Flags 100000 
Towels 15345 
Sheets 47351 
Napkins 31321 

  



Challenge #5 

Walkin’ the Dog 

Bob likes to walk his dog in unfamiliar neighborhoods. He begins his walk at a 4-way 
intersection by going left (L), right (R), or straight (S). Bob doesn't know the 
neighborhood too well, so he decides to record the direction (L, R, or S) he takes at 
each intersection that he and his dog encounter. Eventually, Bob will make a U-turn and 
use his written directions to retrace his path back to the starting point.  
You are to write the directions he should follow (R, L, S), in order to retrace his path, 
beginning at the U-turn and returning to his starting point.  
 
Details of the Input  
The file’s name will be ch5.txt.  There will be 5 lines of data. The 5 lines each specify 
the path Bob took to the U-turn on a single walk. A path will be given as a sequence of 
the characters L, R, and S, terminating with a U. Each walk will be between 3 and 200 
characters long.  
 
Details of the Output  
Output for each of the 5 walks should be on a separate line. Begin each line of output 
with “Walk k: “, using the appropriate walk number k, followed by the path Bob must 
take in order to return to the starting position. It should be given in terms of the 
directions (R, L, S) to be followed at each intersection in order to return to the starting 
position. 
 
Sample Input     Sample Output  
 
SRLLRLU      Walk 1: SRLRRL 
SSLRRRLSLRLU     Walk 2: SRLRSRLLLRS 
SSSSSRSLLSRU     Walk 3: SLSRRSLSSSS
 


